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ABSTRACT
Influence parameters on construction processes and logistics are very diverse. Using a simulation
model, many parameter variations can be created by taking different input data. Still it is impossible
for all process parameters to be taken into account, as their many interrelations form a highly complex
system. The lack of time, personnel, and computing capacities hinder the analysis of the whole and
complex system. The close relation between construction processes and logistics results in several key
parameters being taken into consideration. Identifying which parameters have a smaller and which
have a greater impact is relevant in order to develop well performing simulation models and to reduce
simulation effort. According to the performed simulation studies, it can be shown, which parameters
have to be taken into account, while other parameters can be neglected. The presented research focuses
on the sensitivity analysis on the impact of logistics parameters on the simulation results.
1

INTRODUCTION

In recent years, simulation has been used as a challenging and new approach in the field of
construction. Research focuses on different aspects of construction simulation. Given examples are
execution planning (Beißert 2011), workspace management (Elmahdi et al. 2011), scenario planning
(AbouRizk 2011) and construction site safety (Zhang et al. 2011). Simulated processes vary from
infrastructure projects, e.g., roads (Günthner 2010), airports (Scherer et al. 2011) or tunneling
(AbouRizk 2011) to structural engineering (Scherer et al. 2011) and outfitting (Beißert 2011).
Due to the nature of the simulation model, several changes of the input and output data can be
analyzed. Still it is impossible for all construction process parameters to be taken into account, as their
many interrelations form a highly complex system. The lack of time, personnel, and computing
capacities hinder the analysis of the whole and complex systems.
One way to solve this problem is to reduce the simulation model to a simplified basis. This implies
that special knowledge about the relationship between the input and output data is necessary. And such
a reduced model is no more universal. It is only applicable for the one and only special aspect for
which it has been generated.
Franz (1989) however postulates that simulation models for construction processes must be very
flexible and reactive. This enables the user to consider the characteristics of the construction site as
well as of the construction processes. Furthermore the close relation between construction and logistic
processes (Voigtmann and Bargstädt 2010) anticipates the inappropriate suppression of parameters
which should be taken into account. Especially in outfitting processes a huge variety of construction
and logistic strategies must be taken into account.
At the beginning the effects of different application settings, e.g., map scale, routing algorithm,
storage search (starting point and direction inside a storage area) on the construction process are
largely unspecified. Identifying which parameters have small and which have great impact is relevant
in order to develop well performing simulation models.
Depending on the simulation focus the considered parameters (from process, from logistics and
model-inherent) have to be thoroughly chosen. Therefore special knowledge about the relationships
between the input and output data is necessary.
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The benefits of this detailed knowledge can be illustrated by a simple example. If the quantity of
the required heavy construction material is known, the maximum load of the builder’s hoist must be
taken into consideration. This influence on simulation results is only taken into account in processes
which require material defined by its weight. Simulation of processes which are driven by the volume
of the material are independent from the hoist’s maximum load. On the other hand, for the voluminous
material it is a difference, whether construction hoists or cranes are available. Also the effects of
several hoists, possibly at different locations, must be analyzed.
Furthermore the effects of changes of input data on the output have to be analyzed. Doubling an
input parameter might cause a variation of the output parameter of only a few percent. Then largescale changes of the input parameter are possible without real effect on the output. If, however, a
minimal input variation causes large changes in the output, it is necessary to regard this input data in
more detail and deliberately use it for changes. So the sensitivity of the whole system is considered
regarding the different parameters.
The research focuses on sensitivity analysis between logistics and the construction processes. The
paper is structured as follows: First, a short summary of the simulation of construction logistics and
sensitivity analyses is given (Section 2). Then an explanation of parameter complexity is outlined
(Section 3). Section 4 shows the exemplary analysis of logistic parameters. Finally a summary is
included.
2
2.1

SIMULATION OF CONSTRUCTION LOGISTICS
Simulation Model

The presented approach starts out from a simulation model, which is appropriate to display
construction processes, especially outfitting processes. The constraint-based model has been
developed by König et al. to analyse construction processes and work orders (König et al. 2007a;
König et al. 2007b) The concept is, that work steps can only start, when certain necessary constraints
are fulfilled. The model is implemented into the Simulation Toolkit Shipbuilding (STS) of the
SimCoMar community (Steinhauer 2007; SimCoMar 2012) and runs on Tecnomatix Plant Simulation
(Siemens PLM Software 2012).
Constraints, which must be fulfilled in order to start a work step, are: pre-processes have to be
finished and the required material, resources and work area have to be available. This is managed by
several STS-components: material control, resource control and constraint manager. Material
transports and, if necessary, the rearrangement of stored material are managed by a logistic control
component. A detailed description of the program operating mode is given by Voigtmann and
Bargstädt (2010).
2.2

Variable Parameters

Generally every input data can be described either as a variable or as a boundary condition or as a
fixed value. Decisions on how to describe the data depends on the simulation or research focus.
Variable parameters inside the simulation model can be clustered into three groups: process-oriented,
logistics-oriented and concerning the mode of simulation.
Process-oriented are all parameters, which have influence on the type of construction processes,
work order, amount of work, duration and similar, Table 1.
Table 1: Examples for process-oriented parameters
Influence on construction process
by type
by work order
by amount and duration
others

Example
building type, scope of performances, construction
activities
execution schedule, work order, constraints
scope of work, number of workers, worker
qualification
number of floors, floor plan

Logistics-oriented parameters (direct logistic parameters) can be grouped into configurational and
strategic parameters. Examples for configurationally parameters are the number and location of hoists
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and their capacity and speed, the number, size and location of storage areas and other logistic
hardware parameters. Strategic parameters describe logistic strategies, e.g., for delivery or storage, and
organizational structures, e.g., responsibilities for several logistic activities. Furthermore beyond these
direct logistic parameters there are other parameters which influence the construction site logistics,
called indirect logistic parameters. Typical examples are material transport characteristics as
dimensions, weights, stackability, or special process characteristics like work area, safety zone,
accessibility after work, temporarily or completely blocked areas and areas closed for storage).
The third group of variable parameters are those concerning the mode of simulation. This sum up
all model settings, which influence the simulation run, like search algorithms and optimization
routines. Map scale and routing algorithms are typical model settings. Furthermore the order of entries
in a list (of user defined input data) can result in different settings for the simulation. Entries, which
are not prioritised or sorted within a list, are normally processed in their order of entry. For example:
two deliveries planned at the same time will be regarded in their order of entry in the list.
The process-oriented and the logistics-oriented parameters are the important input data. In order to
analyze and optimize a construction schedule all of the influencing parameters should be varied step
by step. To find an optimal parameter combination for the schedule all results have to be compared.
Additionally the effects of the model settings have to be considered. The parameters influencing the
modes of simulation should have no effects, but it has to be checked thoroughly.
2.3

Sensitivity Analysis

Sensitivity analysis investigates the impact on model output changing by varied input parameter.
Factor screening is one important part of sensitivity analysis. It analyzes the quantitative influence of
input parameters on a result. Local and global sensitivity analyses are the two other parts. They
analyze the influence by input parameter variation intra-sectorially or within their general domain
(Siebertz et al. 2011).
Sensitivity analysis enables to answer question like: How do the optimal results change when
changing input parameters? How inaccurate is a result by using rough input data? Additionally the
identification of influencing parameters allows to assess the robustness of a simulation result.
Therefore sensitivity analysis is appropriate to analyze sensitivity of the whole system and to identify
parameters which have to be thoroughly chosen and which ones are negligible.
Starting point is the above mentioned factor screening. Factors with obvious impact have to
analyzed in more detail. Choice between local and global sensitivity analysis is based on factor
properties and factor reflecting. With the scope of the application in mind, some factors are analyzed
in realistic ranges only. For example it is not necessary to vary packaging size parameter from zero to
infinity.
3

PARAMETER COMPLEXITY

The number of possible variable parameters is almost innumerable. Furthermore the range of each
parameter can be limited to technical or local conditions, e.g., hoist’s capacity or size of storage areas.
For example for analyze hoist’s capacity also the size of the increments of the parameter is restricted.
For other parameters the valid range of values or parameter increments is not really known. Often
ranges of value are defined by experience or careful consideration. More difficult it is to define the
appropriate parameter increments. The increment might be constant, exponential or freely selectable.
The following example shows the complexity of the problem. In a large office building one single
outfitting trade in the 8th floor is considered. Assume that four types of builder’s hoists (different in
speed and capacity) and three possible locations are available. Furthermore a minimum of two workers
and a maximum of five is given. All assumed site conditions (parameters) are given in Table 2, the
suitable range of parameter values is also shown.
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Table 2: Parameters and values for an exemplary site
Parameter

Suitable parameter values

type of builder’s hoist
location of builder’s
hoist
number of workers
delivery strategies
packaging size
storage strategy
storage size
responsibility for
logistic activities
work order

type A , type B, type C, type D
location A, location B, location C
2, 3, 4, 5
“all at the beginning”, “daily”, “weekly”
25, 30, 35 per pallet
central (4 possible locations), distributed on each floor
from 10 m² to 40 m² with increments of 5 m²
“all work done by workers”, “workers only assemble”,
“unloading and storage by logisticians”
upstream, downstream

Number of
values
4
3
4
3
3
5
7
3
2

The parameter list can easily be extended. To find the optimal combination of these parameters,
every parameter value must be combined with each other. Already this small example yields more
than 90.000 possible combinations, which is the product of all numbers of values. Effects of the model
settings (e.g., map scale, increment size) are still not regarded.
Assuming, that an optimal combination has been found and realized and that the company gets a
similar contract with the same kind of work, the same building type, a similar ground floor plan and
same other conditions. But that building has only 4 floors instead of 8. Theoretically all parameter
combinations have to be analysed again. If one single simulation run including parameter setting and
documentation of the values and the results takes 5 minutes, then analysing all 90.000 combinations
needs more than 300 days.
It is obvious that a concentration on the most governing parameters is necessary. With respect to
the engineering logic some parameter correlations are obvious. For a two storey building it is not
necessary to vary the hoist’s speed or capacity. There the efforts for vertical transport in comparison to
horizontal transport are negligible. Also for distributed storage areas the range of values for the size of
storage areas is less crucial than for central storage. The maximum number of workers is limited by
the demand on work space. These are examples for obvious correlations, but often parameter
correlations are not so obvious and easy to be identified.
Engineering and logistic knowledge about the major parameters of influence is essential. To
accelerate planning, irrelevant parameters and parameter combinations should be eliminated. It
minimizes experimental scheduling and the number of simulation runs. The identification of typically
qualified parameter combinations, which depend on specific processes or building attributes, ensures
optimisation potential and makes it quickly accessible. Especially the influence of logistic parameters
on construction processes is not much explored yet (Voigtmann and Bargstädt 2010).
4

LOGISTIC SENSITIVITY

If doubling an input parameter causes only a variation of the output parameter by a few percent, then
large-scale changes of this input parameter becomes possible. Otherwise, if a minimal change in input
causes big changes in output parameter variety, it is necessary to regard this input data in more detail
and change it very carefully. Analyzing such system reactions and effects of changes of single input
data on the other parameters shows the sensitivity of the model.
In the following this sensitivity analysis is shown on the logistics in the model. It shows the
exemplary analysis of direct and indirect logistic parameters on other processes and the application of
these on different ranges of parameter values.
4.1

Size of Storage Area

Construction processes are affiliated to logistic processes. Deliver of material and transport to location
of installation are preconditions for assembling. Material flow is often disturbed by interlaying and
other temporary obstacles. Processes for material transport, storage and rearrangement sums up to ca.
15 percent of daily working time (Boenert and Blömeke 2006). Further 15 percent are caused by ways
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(betweenn working annd storage arreas et al.). Boenert
B
and Blömeke (2006) identify
y a high optiimization
potentiall by choosingg a suitable storage
s
strateegy, which inncludes storaage area size and locationn as well.
Conttrary to the stationary industry the storage areaa sizing probblem cannott be solved by static
evaluatioon. On consttruction sitess the available areas channge permaneently and aree used for assembling
and storiing alternatinng or contem
mporarily. Sttored material outside deefined storagge areas obsttructs the
construcction process. Therefore construction
c
T
inducess changing conditions
processes arre delayed. That
for the storage
s
areaa sizing probblem. Tailbaack areas ouutside the orriginal storagge area prevvent such
problems in warehoousing. On construction
c
n sites this is
i unusual and
a
not posssible (e.g., outfitting
o
more solutionns for the prooblem of storage area
material cannot be sttored outsidee the buildinng). Furtherm
p
arre based on steady and ppredictable production
p
prrocesses withh defined
sizing inn stationary production
input facctors. Constrruction proceesses are inffluenced by highly variaable and parttially non-prredictable
parameteers.
For one single trrade (experim
ment 1), a deefined scope of work andd work orderr is given. Thhe size of
the storaage area is vaaried. Startinng from a room-wide andd 0.5 m longg storage areea as a centraal storage
on grounnd floor, this area is inccremented inn the followiing simulatio
on run by 0.5
0 m. The maximum
m
storage w
width is the length of buuilding wing. The numbeer of simulattions is 50. For
F all thesee runs the
construcction time andd different loogistic time demands
d
are recorded.
The chosen strattegy for mateerial delivery
y is to deliveer all materiial at the begginning. If thhe central
n
its poin
nt of demand
d. This meanns that in
storage aarea is full, the surplus material willl be stored near
case of a small cen
ntral storage size the material
m
is more
m
often sttored near thhe point of demand.
ht be assumeed, that the paths
p
for matterial transpoort might be shorter and therefore
Consequuently it migh
the consttruction might be faster too.
t
Thiss assumptionn seems to be true in general,
g
Figuure 1. But obviously thhere seems to be an
oscillatioon in the piccture, which needs to be explained. Therefore
T
thhe value tenddency is marrked over
the grounnd floor plann (Figure 2), and the mateerial storage processes iss analyzed in more detail..

Figgure 1: Consttruction timee (experimennt 1)
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F
Figure 2: Conntrasting grouund floor plaan versus size of storage area and connstruction tim
me
The variation off the values can
c be explaiined by the presetting
p
stoorage search
h, which is part of the
m
by a reg
gular grid. A grid element can be
model seetting. Areass are represennted in the simulation model
occupiedd or not, but it cannot be partly occuppied. The stoorage need fo
or one materiial is now rouunded up
to one or more grid elements. Thhe search alggorithm for storage alwaays starts in the lower lefft corner,
m does not op
ptimize the stored
s
materiial within
and the ssearch directtion is upstreeam. The useed algorithm
the area. The problem
m is illustrateed in Figure 3.
walll
storage entry
stored material
storage size

Fiigure 3: Scheematic functionality of seearch algoritthm for storaage
he distance from the lefft storage boorder to a wall
w and on the
t material size, the
Depending on th
u
very diffferently. In some
s
cases the
t total num
mber of storeed material decreases,
d
availablee areas are used
if the stoorage size is increased.
General the totall number of stored materrial increasess, if the storaage size is in
ncreased. Thee amount
he material inside the
of materrial which iss stored nearr the point of demand deecreases. Addditionally th
storage area
a
is locateed far away from the stoorage entry. Finally
F
the construction
c
time rises. Itt is noted
that the m
maximum ceentral storagee size cannott keep all maaterial at the same
s
time.
If material
m
is stored
s
near a wall (i.ee., the left storage borrder is nearr a wall), additional
a
rearrangement activiities are neceessary, for example becaause of workk areas in fro
ont of the waall which
have to bbe cleaned laater. The maaterial is brouught near to the point off demand. Thherefore the effort for
material transport to the assembling point is reduced.
r
In the
t experimeent 1 the additional rearraangement
t
for matterial transpoort to the asseembling poinnt. Hence
activitiess are smallerr according to the saved time
the consttruction timee for simulatiion runs withh storage boaarders near walls
w
is shorter (see Figurre 2).
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To rreduce the stored
s
materrial another delivery strrategy is choosen in (exp
periment 2. A single
delivery contains onnly the demannd for one story. Hence the required
d storage sizee peaks in siimulation
A material is now storeed inside the storage arrea. Every additional
a
inccrease of
Nr. 15, Figure 4. All
storage ssize leads to increasing ddistances bettween storagge entry and stored material, but thatt effect is
negligiblle. The show
wn correlationn between thhe ground flooor plan and the
t storage size,
s
which iss affected
by the prreset storage search algorrithm, is stilll slightly recoognizable.

Figgure 4: Consttruction timee (experimennt 2)
To cconfirm the impact
i
of the starting po
oint for storaage search thhis point is now
n
fixed to the right
border oof the storagee area, experriment 3. Maaterial is storred in the saame positionn while increeasing the
storage size.
s
In the first
f
run the above mentiioned effectss are visible: rising consttruction timee because
of storagge in central storage areaa instead of near
n
the poinnt of demandd. Then somee special effeects occur
in the neext simulatioon runs, whicch mean that the storage is near the point
p
of demaand and no additional
a
rearrangement activiities are neccessary. When the storaage size corrrelates to thhe maximum
m need of
storage aarea (Figure 5, simulationn run no. 22)), there is no further channge in construuction time.

Figgure 5: Consttruction timee (experimennt 3)
To cconfirm the impact of thee ground floo
or plan and thhe wall alignnment withinn the storage area, the
experimeent 1 has beeen changed to
t another grround floor pplan, named experiment 4.
4 The scopee of work
decreasees according
g to the redduced numbeer of walls.. The record
ded construction time ooscillates
similarlyy to experim
ment 1 (Figuure 6). The further existting oscillatiion shows in
n evidence, that still
search sttrategy and material
m
storaage dimensioons have maiin influence. According to
t the chosenn scale of
grids, ann increase in
n size not auutomatically causes an inncrease of thhe number off stored matterial, see
Figure 3 as well. Thee preset storaage search allgorithm leadds to no effeect on the connstruction tim
me, if the
borders oof the storagge areas are near
n front or back
b
walls. This
T was alreeady obviouss from Figure 2.
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Figgure 6: Consttruction timee (experimennt 4)
Now
w, to reduce the
t number of
o possible parameter
p
com
mbinations for
f the optim
mization of thhe storage
size on cconstruction sites, the following aspeccts should bee considered:
- The
T incremeent of increasse in the sizee of the storagge area shouuld correspon
nd to the matterial size
a to the map
and
m grid.
- Size values which regard to storage borders direect next to the
t front or back
b
walls should
s
be
n
neglected.
There is no im
mprovement in
i construction time.
- Choose
C
a stoorage search algorithm an
nd its starting point accoording to the direction of filling of
t storage and
the
a the centeer of the poin
nt of demand.
- There
T
is noo further stoorage increasse necessaryy, if the maaximum requ
uired storage size is
r
reached,
whiich might be estimated inn a separate calculation
c
b
beforehand.
4.2

P
Packaging Size
S

Another typical variiable concernning logistic parameters and its influ
uence on con
nstruction tim
me is the
packaginng size. A chhanged packaaging size chhanges the nuumber of pacckages and inn the end thee required
storage area. Additiionally feweer packages reduce the number of transports.
t
B
Because
of the
t close
relation between coonstruction and logisticc processes and their innumerouss and partiaally nont stationaryy industry, see chapter 4.1.
predictabble influencee factors speccific differennces exist to the
Valuues for packaaging size (ffor example number of tiles per palleet or packagge) are defineed by the
commonn market and
d the availabiility of the product.
p
To analyze
a
the effect
e
of diffe
ferent packagging sizes
some othher, uncomm
mon values are
a regarded too. Therefoore it is guarranteed, that the other paarameters
need nott to be changged. That meeans, that forr example looad capacity and dimensiions remain constant,
only the stacking higgh is variablee. So other disturbing
d
efffects like diffferent transpport composiitions and
changingg demands foor storage areea are excludded.
Fourr different process typpes with different
d
maaterial requirrements aree analyzed: drywall
construcction (experim
ment 5), wall papering (experiment
(
6), ceiling element
e
asseembly (experriment 7)
and asseembling of light
l
switchees panel (expperiment 8). The amoun
nt of tiles annd the valuees for the
packaginng sizes are shown
s
in Tabble 3.
Taable 3: Amouunt of tiles, packaging
p
sizze and numbber of packagges
Proccess type

A
Amount
of tiles
t

P
Packaging
sizze

drywall
wall
papering
ceiling
eelectrical
insstallation

4992
7104

115…38
1
12…39

Respondin
ng number of
o
pallets//packages
333…
…132
592…
…183

17152
640

1000…325
200…110

1722…53
3
32…6
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Altoogether ten siimulations hhave been runn for each prrocess type. The construuction time calculated
c
by the simulation is shown in reegard to the increasing ppackaging size and the decreasing
d
nuumber of
packagess, Figure 7.

Figuure 7: Constru
uction time (experiments
(
s 6-9)
In alll experiments but the eleectrical instaallation the coonstruction time
t
is decreeasing with inncreasing
packaginng size. Thiss can be expllained, becauuse fewer paackages havee to be unloaaded, and haauled into
the buildding, stored and
a rearrangged, if necesssary. To analyze the saviings in consttruction timee in more
detail, eaach two neig
ghboring pacckaging sizees are compaared to each other. Theirr maxima off possible
time savvings are listeed in Table 4.
4
Table 4: Maxima of savved constructtion time bettween two neeighboring packing sizes
Proccess type
dryywall
wall papeering
ceeiling
eleectric installaation

Maximum
M
o saved
of
co
onstruction time [%]
0,9 %
2,2 %
2,2 %
0,2 %

Maximum between
n
ru
un no.
run 1/runn 2
run 1/runn 2
run 1/runn 2
run 5/runn 6

e
the different timee savings it helps
h
to respeect the assem
mbling time per
p tile. It vaaries from
To explain
20 minuutes for dryw
wall to 8 minuutes for wall papering annd 2 minutes for ceiling. The higher the
t ration
d
and transport off packing uniit, the more the packagin
ng size influeences the
is between activity duration
overall pprocess.
Nextt it is suppossed that the different
d
behaavior in the electrical
e
installation in Figure
F
7.4 deepends on
the chossen storage size. Smalleer packages decrease thee distance between
b
the center of sttorage of
material and the enntry to the storage areaa, as alreaddy explainedd in section 4.1. To veerify this
o the storagge search iss varied andd the simulaation is run again in
hypothessis, the startting point of
experimeent 9. Lookiing on the tootal of simullation runs, the
t increasinng constructiion time regarding to
the decreeasing numb
ber of packagges is obviou
us. Only neigghbored simuulation runs show, that a decrease
of packaages causes also a decreease of consttruction timee, Figure 8. It is therefore supposed, that the
process parameters,
p
w
which
are thhe assembling
g time per tiile and the ovverall numbeer of tiles etcc., have a
high inflluence in the transport acctivities durin
ng constructiion in experim
ment 9.
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Figgure 8: Consttruction timee (experimennt 9)
To aanalyze the influence of the transp
port activities it is approopriate to compare the different
logistic activities. Foor each simuulation run the
t sum of the duration
n of all perfoormed simullation for
orded. Then the ratio bettween the
assembliing, for mateerial transporrt and for paackaging/hanndling is reco
sum of tthe overall assembling
a
tiime and the overall transsport time is calculated and
a the ratioo between
assembliing and pack
kaging/handliing as well, Table
T
5.
Tabble 5: Assembbling, materiial transport and packagin
ng handling time
Proccess type

drywall
wall
ppapering
ceiling
eelectrical
insstallation

[hours]
1664,0
947,2

[hourss]
5
51,4
6
64,8

[hhours]
99,7
112,0

Assemblingg
:
Material
transport
0,003
0,007

571,7
106,7

1222,1
3
38,3

54,8
0,9

0,221
0,336

A
Assembling

Materiaal
transpoort

Pacckaging
han
ndling

Assemb
bling
:
Packagging
handlling
0,06
0,12
0,10
0,01

d
num
mber of packkages, ways, times for lifting and
Packkaging/handlling correspoonds to the different
putting ddown per pacckaging, which differs because
b
of diifferent weigghts. It is obvvious, that thhe sum of
all logistic activitiess in electro installation is only goveerned by thee material trransport activities. In
addition there is a hiigh amount of logistic acctivities direectly attachedd to the asseembling. Hennce small
variable storage locaations, whichh are possiblee with decreeasing packagging numberrs, have a greeat effect
c
time. This effect baseed on the preset
p
storagge search. Decreasing
D
p
packaging
on the construction
numberss increase diistance betw
ween materiall inside the storage areaa and the sto
orage entry. Material
transportt ways increaase and finallly the constrruction time rises.
In suummary the following
f
facts should bee respected:
- If
I the propoortion of logiistics for maaterial transpport and pacckaging/hand
dling is very small in
r
regard
to thee assemblingg, then theree is no needd for being precise
p
in thhe detailed packaging
p
s
sizes.
- In
I processess, which aree dominatedd by the traansport of material
m
andd the packagging, the
p
packaging
siize should coorrespond to constructionn time.
- To
T analyze the
t effect off different paackaging sizzes in processses, which are
a dominateed by the
m
material
tran
nsport, the paackaging sizze must be chhosen very carefully.
c
To
o only shift thhe center
o storage arreas can havee considerabble effects inn the simulatiion, which might
of
m
not be the same
i reality.
in
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5

SUMMARY

Influence parameters on construction processes and construction logistic are multiplex. To reduce
simulation efforts it is not possible to randomly neglect some of the parameters. The presented paper
points out, that some parameters unexpectedly have a great effect on the simulation results, which
depends on the simulated process, chosen logistic conditions and the modes of simulation presetting. It
also showed, that the influence of a number of other parameters can be neglected, since those have
almost no influence on the simulation results.
In summary the general analysis of parameters and their influence allows to focus on the main
parameters and their realistic value ranges. The given examples show effects on some typical criteria.
Just to better understand the underlying engineering and logistic determinants, other parameters should
be analyzed as well, in order to be able to better optimize future simulation models for larger contexts
and complex buildings.
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